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NEWS
upfront

Mick Dunstan, Newsletter editor

Well, this year didn’t go as planned did it? And I’m 
not just talking about my Covid kilos!

It’s felt, at times, as though absolutely nothing’s 
happening but, if my inbox is anything to go by, I 
can assure you that’s not the case. If you need 
proof of HPS activity around the UK, look no 
further. The best news of all is that the seed 
scheme, which looked at risk, is safe!

I never thought l’d read the word Zoom so often 
– but it’s been mentioned by nearly everyone 
who’s been in touch. And, again, many thanks to 
you all. Apologies if you didn’t make it this time 
– or if contributions were edited but please don’t 
stop sending me information! With your help, 
we’ve managed to produce a bumper edition this 
time. I hope you enjoy it. 

I trust members are beginning to get to grips 
with the new normal Zoom meeting. From here, it 
feels like it’ll be around for a while. Like many of 
you, I’ve discovered wonderful online offerings of 
UK and other gardeners we know - or we’re getting 
to know. 

Enough! Read on but don’t rest on your spades 
– let me have your ideas for our next edition, due 
out in February. If you’ve any fantastic pictures 
you think are good enough for our front cover, I’d 
love to see them too. Until then, Happy Christmas!
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£250 prizes  
up for grabs…
two pairs of gardening trousers can be 
won in our first competition page 20

Meet trustee  
Karen Gimson…
she’s a garden designer, head gardener, 
garden blogger, columnist and radio team 
member page 18

NEWS
inside

WE’RE GOOD TO GO…
The HPS seed scheme is going ahead this year – in spite of coronavirus – and 
the seed list is included in this mail-out.

Seed distribution coordinator Diane Puncheon said, “The successful 
completion of the distribution is due to the hard work and dedication of 
volunteers, in several parts of the country, who have adapted to alternative 
ways of working to ensure their safety.

“I thank them all for being so willing to adjust and change previous 
practice. I ask for members’ patience when waiting for seed orders to arrive. 
The dispatch will be around the end of February.”

Plus…
●	 News from across the UK page 08
●	 Office breakthrough  page 17
●	 Our allotment expert page 24 
●	 Benefits of pulmonaria tea page 26
●	 Back to our nurseries page 27
●	 Back-up contact details page 37
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NEWS
update

Chair Jan Vaughan  
brings us up to date  
with a chaotic year…

In a year of disappointments, cancelled plans and a 
very real threat to our health, there was also a 
unique opportunity to spend more time in the 
garden. 

I’ve tackled a couple of problem areas, dug out a new area for planting and spent time just 
watching the insects and birds that visit the garden. There have been some dramatic weather 
conditions too; a wonderfully warm spring, most recently the wettest day on record and all sorts in 
between, but most plants have flowered well and gardens have looked spectacular.

We’ve all had to use various methods to keep in touch and learn how to use new technology. 
Nearly all group AGMs have had to be conducted by post and email, and some groups have been 
issuing extra newsletters. Many are now organising lectures using Zoom and are sharing experiences 
through the Group Secretaries Facebook Group. Keith Scott has been available for advice and the 
Newsletter Editor has been busy collecting many of your stories for this issue.

Unfortunately, it looks like this situation is unlikely to change during the winter months but 
thanks to Diane and her team, there will be a seed distribution. This is a real triumph over adversity 
and has needed a flexible approach to manage the changing restrictions in the pandemic and 
ensure the safety of our volunteers.

You will probably be aware that the head office has been closed for long periods, initially through 
the lockdown and then because our administrator, Clare Powell, has had to take time out for surgery. 
We wish her a speedy recovery. Although things may take a little longer, all enquiries are being dealt 

with by email. Hon. Sec. Helen has also been busy overseeing the 
introduction of new software, which will enable it to be easier to 
work from home as well as simplifying various procedures.

Trustees have been looking at the reports from the strategic 
review and membership survey which you can read about in this 
edition and will be working to implement the recommendations. 

I am very pleased that Sally Adams has taken over as national 
coordinator for the Conservation Scheme after the annual meeting 
with group coordinators. I’ve had a wonderful time discovering the 
plants in the scheme and growing many of them in my own 
garden. I love the stories behind some of these plants and would 

   it is a love of 
growing plants that 
will sustain us as 
the garden displays 
the colours of 
autumn before 
settling into winter

‘‘
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encourage everyone to get involved.
Whatever the coming months bring, it is a love of growing plants that will sustain us as the 

garden displays the colours of autumn before settling into winter, while we anticipate sowing seeds 
and watching for perennials to start into growth.

Enjoy your garden and stay safe.

Survey report: what you told us…
Thank you to everyone who shared their views with us by completing the Membership Survey, writes 
Jan Vaughan. 

Although overall numbers were low, there was a good range from those who have been members 
for many years to some relative newcomers and about 25 per cent of responses were from those who 
don’t belong to local or special interest groups. Group committees were asked for their views earlier 
in the process of the strategic review. We are grateful to our President, Roy Lancaster, and our 
ambassadors who also contributed to the discussion.

In asking what you value about HPS membership, it is not surprising that the publications, seed 
distribution and local groups, along with the opportunities provided by special interest groups and 
national lecture days to meet up with members from across the country, are rated highly. 

However it is clear that more needs to be done to make sure that everyone is aware of the full 
range of activities and services such as the Horticultural Advisory Service and the plants grown for 
the Conservation Scheme. 

One of the main purposes of the survey was to ask what you saw as the challenges facing the 
Hardy Plant Society in coming years and top of the list was how to retain members and find ways to 
attract new members. The majority of us joined through a personal connection, and we all have a 
role to play in telling others about why we enjoy being hardy planters. 

But it is clear that the HPS needs to become more widely known among the gardening public and 
other suggestions include reaching out to different groups of gardeners, for instance those with 
small gardens and limited time. It is clear that there is a strong desire for the HPS to remain a 
specialist plant society, not elitist, but using the knowledge and expertise of the members to provide 
good quality advice and information about growing plants to bring people together and enrich 
everyone’s experience of gardening. 

There is much work to be done and the survey results were taken into account by the Strategic 
Review Group when drawing up the recommendations in their report.

IMPORTANT REMINDER
from administrator Clare Powell…
Subscriptions are due for renewal on 
Friday, January 1, 2021 – and making 
them via our website saves us valuable 
time and money, The link is: www.
hardy-plant.org.uk/for-members/
renew-membership

• Single UK - £17
• Joint UK - £19
• Single Overseas (surface Mail) - £17
• Joint Overseas (surface Mail) - £19 
• Add £10 for overseas Airmail
• Cornucopia UK - £3.50
• Cornucopia Overseas - £5
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Ballot results
The 63rd Annual General Meeting of the Hardy Plant Society was cancelled due to the coronavirus 
pandemic, but all members were invited to use a postal ballot given in the July newsletter. 

The closing date was 31st July and 87 votes were counted. All approved the election of Jan 
Vaughan as Chair, Pamela Clark as Vice-Chair, Stuart Senior as Hon. Treasurer and Helen Curtis as 
Hon. Secretary. 

Tricia Newton, Lynne Hackett and Keith Scott were approved as trustees and Haynes Watts 
appointed as Independent Examiner of the Society’s accounts. Approval was given to the trustees 
proposal to amend Paragraph 3 of the Constitution to ‘Membership and Registration’.

Trustee Sally Adams reports on  
the society’s strategic review…
At the beginning of the year, a group of our trustees began a strategic review to understand the needs 
of our membership and to determine if our society’s aims and objectives still meet these needs. 

Although the coronavirus created challenges that changed initial plans, several areas were looked 
at and feedback was requested from members, postholders and HPS ambassadors. 

After working through all the information, the working group identified areas we can work on 
now and produced a list of initiatives to focus on. 

Those areas are:
• To foster engagement between trustees, postholders, groups and independent members
• Use a range of options to improve communication across the society
• Work to raise the profile of the HPS by building a publicity team
• Improve succession planning
• Post-pandemic planning to meet new challenges 
• Hold a national event as part of a post-pandemic celebration.

The working group decided to take these initiatives forward now and close the review process to 
focus on the recommendations. Responsibility for moving forward will pass to the trustees. 

The working group is grateful to everyone who participated in a survey or shared their thoughts 
and concerns during the project. Their input was invaluable, and helped shape the outcome of the 
review. 

Publicity: we need your help
Early in 2021, we’re planning to host a virtual round table for those whose group role includes 
publicity and public relations.  

The aim is to swap experiences and share ideas on how you recieved news about what your group 
(either Local or Special Interest) did, pre-Covid, and what you are doing now, or plan to do in the 
future.  If you’d like to take part in this event, please contact Pamela Clark at vice@hardy-plant.org.
uk including your group name.  

If you are an individual member, with no group affiliation, but have experience in this area in 
your working life, we’d love to hear from you too. Replies by 10 December, 2020, please.
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We’ve been in touch with a 
range of local HPS groups 
to ask them how they’re 
feeling right now and their 
thoughts on what the 
future might have in store. 
Here’s the response… But 
we are starting off with our 
own President, Roy Lancaster, on what he’s been up to 
and the thing that’s most encouraged him during these 
viral times…

Good luck and keep growing
Greetings to all my fellow hardy planters in what has been and continues to be a tumultuous year 
and I am not just thinking about the Covid 19.  

I cannot remember a year when we had such extremes of weather.  It seems only a short time ago 
that we were enduring a drought which brought an early and heavy shedding of leaves from some of 
my trees and had me going back and forth in our garden spot-watering my most important plants, 
not forgetting our dahlias and begonias in their containers around the house.  A lack of water also 
had those thirstiest of shrubs – hydrangeas - wilting and recovering and wilting again.  Somehow, 
we (my wife Sue and I) managed to prevent serious losses while any new planting was out of the 
question.

I write this in early October when we are presently experiencing another extreme of blustery winds 
and biblical downpours which had me thinking back to my time as a national serviceman in 
Malaya during the monsoons.  Throughout this period, we have never stopped reminding ourselves 
how fortunate we are in having our own green space and one from which we derive so much 
comfort and pleasure.  

While working in our garden, or viewing it through our windows, we have never stopped thinking 
of all those who have no garden to call their own, especially those living in high rise 
accommodation in our towns and cities.  I can only imagine what life is like for those who have no 

NEWS
local



daily contact with or access to the wonderful world of plants which we who garden perhaps 
sometimes take for granted.  All the more reason for us to continue sharing our love of plants and 
our gardening experiences with those less fortunate.

One of the most encouraging positives to emerge from this pandemic is a more widespread 
understanding of the importance of plants in our lives, especially in times of anxiety and stress.  I 
firmly believe the HPS will have an increasing role to play in spreading the joyous and healing 
benefits we have long enjoyed and promoted in growing and tending plants.  It is a big challenge 
but one I believe we are well equipped to take on.

Reading members’ contributions to our rejuvenated Newsletter, I am reminded of problems facing 
our groups around the country, not least as a result of cancellations of events, and I well understand 
the disappointment and frustration felt by those involved in organising such.  But I also sense a 
determination not to be beaten and to persevere with plans anew.  It is this spirit we shall all need to 
continue where we left off and like snowdrops following a bitter winter, burst forth with renewed 
energy and in the words of a once popular song, “Pick yourself up, dust yourself off and start all over 
again”.  

As a long-time admirer and supporter of specialist nurseries, I can sympathise with their present 
situation though I have every confidence that their instinctive resilience and determination will help 
them to hang in there long enough to benefit from a renewed demand and desire for interesting and 
well-grown plants.  

Meanwhile, there is much that we as members can do to support these businesses by buying their 
plants and spreading the word.

Good luck and keep on growing.

LINCOLNSHIRE
Graham Farquhar, Chairman
Members of the group have overwhelmingly told officers that they don’t want to meet again this year.

It’s one of the findings of a group survey, by phone, to find out member views surrounding the 
pandemic.  

We attempted to contact all members (some 230 phone calls!) and were successful in most cases. 
We will try to address all suggestions and concerns but some will be deferred until meetings resume.

A total of 79 per cent of the membership were over 66 years old – with 33 per cent over 76. Despite 
the mature age range of members, 69.1 per cent did not report any underlying health issues. 
Meetings will not start until next year – all being well. 

Members were divided about the value of video talks, and the cost and availability will be now 
investigated. There was total unanimity on wishing the group to continue although a few were 
anxious about returning before a vaccine was available. A significant number of members said they 
were happy with things as they were, one saying the group was perfect as it was. A few people said 
they wanted better communication from the committee. 

Key services were all mentioned in a positive light with some favouring more frequent newsletters 
– and we will try to implement this. When we do get back to holding regular monthly meetings, we 
will consider how to make new members feel more welcome. 
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There was 89 per cent approval of the decision to waive our 2021 Lincolnshire Group 
subscriptions for those people who have paid their 2020 subs – money which we have received but 
not had to spend on room hire and speakers as we would normally. Although some members would 
have been prepared to pay next year’s subs, the committee did not want to accumulate still greater 
funds plus there was a greater challenge to collect them postally and chase late payers. 

National informed us that it felt unable to provide a refund of national subscriptions – they had 
continued to provide the services that are included in the membership fee – like the Newsletters and 
Journals – and they had to cover expenses for staff and head office costs. 

Having this conversation showed there was divided opinion about the value of the national 
subscription. This wasn’t included as a specific question so it is not appropriate to report on this 
statistically. A number said they treated it simply as part of the cost of being members of Lincolnshire 
group and coming to meetings. Whilst some said they did not read the publications, others felt these 
were valuable and positive comments were received about the new Newsletter. 

Over a third felt strongly that we should remain as part of national HPS but a larger portion felt 
we could manage without. However it was clear from the conversation that most members had not 
considered it to be an issue until it was raised in the questionnaire. 

WEST YORKSHIRE
Lynne And Brian Hackett, 
committee members
The pandemic has taken away one of our members’ 
great pleasures – visiting gardens. 

Of course, we love to visit the great gardens as a 
group but, perhaps even more, we like to see each 
other’s gardens to talk about the plants that are 
doing well or, sometimes, not so well. By doing so, we 
meet our friends as well as their plants and we gain 
as much in friendship as we do in plant knowledge.

We wanted to find some way of sharing our plants 
and gardens virtually. We came up with the 
Lockdown Gallery.

Each week we would send pictures from our 
gardens for display on the our website. We wanted to 
show what was in flower, what was thriving and the 
plants determined to misbehave. High quality 
photography was never at the heart of it – what we 
wanted was to replace those conversations we so 
enjoyed, perhaps even took for granted. Some 
members have fancy cameras, others used mobile 
phones. Communication was the priority.

Week 17 and Preston Harrison’s 
picture of  Inula hookeri showed them 
irresistible to our garden friends
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The first week of the gallery coincided with 
the first day of lockdown in late March and it 

ran every week until the end of September 
– 28 weeks. Members got into the rhythm 
of sending in pictures for friends to 
peruse each Monday morning – just a 
way of saying we are still here and glad 
to see you are too.

Some pictures came with the name 
of the plant, others with a request for 

further enlightenment. Often, they were 
enhanced with little tales of their origins 

or why they were planted as they were. It all 
helped give us that sense that we were still an 

operational HPS group and we could still do the 
things we love.

Hopefully by next spring, things will have begun to improve 
and we can go garden visiting again properly, but if not, the Lockdown Gallery will be back on the 
website (heaven forbid).

Another aspect of our Covid planning has been less positive.  After much heart searching, a sad 
casualty of the pandemic is our planned Magic of Plants Conference in May 2021. With such 
uncertainty around next summer we took the decision to postpone the event to an as yet unspecified 
date. Our speakers have all been tremendously understanding but we feel we are looking beyond the 
summer of 2021 before we can realistically begin to re-plan such a big indoor event.

Once we can re-plan… well, exciting times are ahead!  

CUMBRIA
Stella Hall, secretary
When events had to be cancelled, chairman David Prescott decided to experiment with Zoom 
meetings. Aware that several members did not have email addresses or access to computers, extra 
newsletters were also sent out. A questionnaire sought members’ views about the best way of 
contacting them and what aspects of the group they liked.

After the first Zoom committee meeting proved positive, David organised three virtual visits to 
members’ gardens – Nell Dale’s garden at Holme Mills, David and Wendy’s own garden at Brigsteer 
and Cath and Gordon Boyd’s garden at Crook. These proved highly successful, with the owners 
giving a commentary as digital photos of their beautiful gardens appeared on our screens. 

Our annual plant sale, our main source of funds, was cancelled but Cath and Gordon set up a 
table at the bottom of their drive and they’ve donated several hundred pounds to our funds!

July’s visit to Margaret and Martin Evans’ garden, previously cancelled, took place in September, 
following NGS guidelines. Arrival times were booked at half hour intervals and members could bring 

Week 4 and Diane Rawnsley’s trilliums 
were coming on, thanks in no small part 
to Carl Denton’s wonderful leaf mould!
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their own refreshments. Morning visitors were blessed with dry weather but, even though we 
couldn’t see the glorious views over Kendal and the hills through the drizzle in the afternoon, it 
still felt like a real treat! Our autumn meetings have now been replaced with speakers happy to use 
the Zoom platform. They will host a Question Time and online evening on December 14.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND BEDFORDSHIRE
Sandy Monk, chair
THE STORY SO FAR…
Our group was formed 30 years ago. I joined about 18 years ago and have been on the committee 
for about seven years. I’ve been chairman for the past four years. We meet in the Weatherley 
Centre, Biggleswade, and have meetings with speakers on the first Saturday of the month from 
September to April. During the summer we have coach trips organised to visit gardens and 
nurseries, always very popular. In May, we have a big sale of plants raised by members – it’s our 
main fundraiser and provides funds for excellent speakers. In 2018 we raised over £2,000 in three 
hours!

AND NOW…
Our membership is nudging 100 at present. We like to think we are a friendly, encouraging group 
catering for people with a lot of plant knowledge to some just beginning. Membership is £5 and 
there’s a charge of £2 per meeting. Visitors are charged £4 – and all charges include refreshments 
at the end of the meeting. We have had several residential trips over the years which have given us 
the opportunity to go further afield to visit gardens. We have even had two trips to France in the 
areas of Normandy and west of Paris. One culminated in a visit to the well renowned Chateau de 
Courson plant fair.

We have a special Christmas meeting with a festive buffet supplied by members to enjoy after the 
speaker and, last December, we celebrated our 30th birthday. A popular stall at our meetings, run 
by committee member, Pete Balmbro, sells a variety of garden sundries, gloves and tools. We like 
speakers who bring plants for sale. We also have seeds on sale collected by members and a display 
of all the current HPS booklets, which members may then decide to order from national.

DURING COVID…
This year has been difficult – we cancelled our meetings from March, and the plant sale. With 
Covid 19 rules constantly changing, it is hard to plan ahead. We’ve kept in touch with members by 
email with information about what’s happening, sharing plant photos and profiles. We produce a 
high quality newsletter three times a year. After lockdown eased, we kept members informed about 
gardens to visit. Without meetings, it has been hard to gauge what members are feeling but we 
have asked them for items for the newsletter about what they have done during the lockdown.

Our September meeting was a talk by Timothy Walker, via Zoom, and although we had only 23 
participants – including one from Ontario – it was greatly enjoyed. Another Zoom talk is planned 
for October on salvias, to be given by member, Janet Buist.
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THE FUTURE…
We hope members will wish to rejoin in 2021. 
We may decide to waive or reduce membership 
fees for 2021 – we had only two meetings this 
year. We hope to resume meetings in the new 
year but Covid cases and people’s fears make this 
increasingly unlikely. We still hope to be able to 
have our plant sale in May. It has been difficult 
making decisions without a committee meeting. 
Our membership has been steadily growing 
thanks to a programme of excellent speakers 
and advertising. We advertise in two NGS Open 
Gardens booklets and send information about 
our sale to local gardening clubs and parish 
magazines. Word of mouth is also to be 
recommended.

When I speak to friends, not many people 
seem to have heard of HPS. I think National 
HPS could do a lot more to raise its profile 
maybe by advertising in popular garden 
magazines, local radio or using social media, 
Facebook, Twitter etc. as this seems to reach 
more people. It may also reach and encourage 
younger people to join.

SOUTH WALES
John Kingdon, immediate past chair 
HISTORY
Formed in 1989, we have grown steadily since. We have around 100 members across South Wales. 
Traditionally, we met monthly, from October to April, near Bridgend, for talks, plant sales and the 
chance to chat about gardens. In the summer, we arrange “outdoor” activities including visits to 
gardens and coach trips further afield. Every other year, we have a weekend trip to somewhere we 
can’t reach in a day, book into a hotel and travel to visit gardens in the area; there is also a 
programme of evening talks.

COVID-19
Of course, 2020 would just happen to be a “weekend away” year which put us on the spot, thanks to 
lockdown. I think back to our last “physical” committee meeting in March where we knew things 
were going to get difficult but a couple of hours of head-banging ended with a plan to at least do 
what we could whilst we could. By the time we arrived home, everything had changed. And that’s 

Sandy Monk
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how things are today. In a sense, the Committee has morphed into a “rapid reaction force”. We want 
to arrange activities but need to be ready to make changes as things change.

The majority of our membership falls into the “at risk” category – I like to think of us being 
“antique” because we’re valuable rather than “old”! We know our members want to “meet” but are 
understandably reluctant to meet indoors.

A lot of work went into planning this year’s weekend away. Rather than waste that, we managed to 
defer. If things allow, we’re ready to go next June but can move things around again. In between 
lockdowns, we’ve managed to arrange an afternoon at a member’s garden and we’re planning at 
least one more garden meeting for the spring. We’re also identifying public gardens with a view to 
inviting members to pop along, even if that involves shouting at each other from 6ft apart. 

For many members, Zoom is something weirdly technical but we are dipping our toes in the water 
later in the year. It’ll be informal but if people get on with it, we will look at organising more 
sessions. We’ve ramped up our communications – frequent email circulations plus a website (www.
southwaleshps,org.uk). For those without email/internet, we’ve increased the frequency of by-post 
newsletters. There’s an “if we can, we will” approach. We’re ready and willing to innovate.

GROUP FINANCES
We don’t have crystal balls so we don’t know what that normality will be or when. It’s difficult to 
recruit new members when we’re doing everything remotely. Our membership subscription 
(currently £6 a year) covers admin costs but not accommodation hire and speaker costs for 
meetings. We rely on fund-raising, which has been a no-no. Fortunately, we have a healthy “reserve” 
and, of course, aren’t incurring meeting costs. We’ve piggybacked on someone else’s Zoom account, 
so haven’t had to pay for a subscription whilst we try it out. Members have stepped in to help out 
with the bank balance –one has been running plant sales from her drive in the summer and has 
raised over £300. So money isn’t a worry. The main challenge is keeping the spirit of the group alive.

THE FUTURE
There will be challenges, irrespective of “Covid-19”. Societal changes mean gardens are getting 
smaller. The proportion of people living in accommodation without gardens increases. Time 
becomes more precious and there isn’t enough for “long term gardening” – achieving colour 
becomes more of a quick fix than devoting a few years to plants. Our traditional indoor meetings 
revolve around the “guest speaker”. We may be enthralled but others may not be interested. Maybe 
we should look at something like the standard 10-minute YouTube type of clip. But will adapting to 
these changes be a step too far? Are groups like ours going to suffer a gradual, slow decline? 

In the early 70s, Johnny Nash sang about More Questions than Answers. Perhaps that’s a 
statement that applies just as much today.

WILTS & AVON
Greg Haynes, treasurer
In common with everyone else, we were unable to meet this spring and summer, which meant also 
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missing our annual plant sale and our 
summer outing. In an attempt to keep 
members connected, we organised a 
Zoom meeting. Members were invited to 
send up to three images of plants 
flowering in their gardens or of the 
garden itself.

These were organised into a 
presentation shown during the meeting 
with each member invited to talk about 
their flowers whilst others were able to 
respond with a question. One member’s request 
for an image sent in to be identified was 
successfully accomplished. 

At the same time, we had a glimpse into members’ 
beautiful gardens and it was heartening to see how gardening 
continues for Hardy Planters, whatever else is going on in the world! 

Although members enjoyed this contact, it wasn’t without problems as many live in rural areas 
with inadequate broadband!

MONMOUTHSHIRE
Jacqui Warren, secretary
Monmouthshire group conducted a short survey to ask members what its ‘Plan B’ should be in 
lockdown and most said they’d be happy to at least try an online talk using Zoom. 

So, in October, a live talk, New Tricks for Lower Maintenance, went ahead on Zoom with 
Katherine Crouch from Somerset. Katherine designs gardens in the South West. A gardener since the 
age of eight, she won BBC Gardener of the Year in 1999, BBC Gardener of the Decade in 2008 and 
gold at Chelsea Flower Show in 2013. She showed a range of gardens and plants with tips on using 
less effort to maintain our plots of whatever size. Members were told about free online access to 
many gardening magazines via a collaboration between the Monmouthshire Library service and RB 
Digital. The same facility is available via most other councils too. 

HAMPSHIRE
Mike Maunders, chairman
Social spacing has meant that ‘normal’ meetings have just not been feasible. So, this group 
committee put its thinking hats and we came up with a number of ideas.

To keep members in touch, a monthly email – Chairman’s Snippets – went to members sharing 
ideas and thoughts on garden activities – and with contributions from many group sources it 
provided an interesting read and knowledge sharing.

One of the pictures from the show…  
Clematis ‘Marie Boisselot’
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A Zoom open garden (what else?) was hosted by our expert, Martin Ward, complete with coffee 
lounge waiting area. The evening was a success and prompted three successful open gardens which 
were carefully structured around timed entry and social spacing, and without any refreshments. 
Similarly structured plants sales raised funds for the group.

We aimed to finish the summer with a garden ‘get together’ on a similar basis. However, the ‘Rule 
of 6’ meant the planned 30 into 6 did not go and the event was cancelled. When the rules are 
relaxed, we hope to resurrect the idea.

We have held monthly Zoom committee calls and, in September, Graham Blunt of Plantbase 
joined us for a Zoom experiment. It was a steep learning curve but, ably controlled by Martin, about 
30 members enjoyed a talk on Exotic Plants. This seems to be the way forward for our winter talks 
and also the basis for our AGM, adapted to include members who do not have internet access.

NOTTINGHAM
Carol Jones, general and minutes secretary
It’s been a strange period but our committee has found plenty to do to keep our group going. We 
have used Zoom for monthly committee meetings so we could keep on top of national developments 
and the implications for us. Otherwise we, and our members, have devoted hours to our own 
gardens! 

We have sent out emails to members to keep them up to date and, for the few not on email, we set 

For sale… a set of 12 cards for £10 
produced by the Nottingham group



up a buddy system so a fellow member would contact another member to keep them posted. Our 
autumn newsletter, including members’ lockdown experiences, will be out soon.

Initially, our Friday gardening group did not have access to our walled Botanic Garden in 
Wollaton Park. Luckily, one member lives nearby and was able to walk in and keep things watered. 
Once the car park opened, we eventually gardened there in slightly larger groups. Observing social 
distancing, we have offered members private visits supervised by Friday group members. There are 
plants for sale at the garden and to encourage members and their friends to visit we now have photos 
of available plants on our website. For those not able to come in person, we have delivered plants to 
their homes. 

Our garden attracts lots of bees and we have a good friend who has visited regularly and taken 
lovely photos for us. This year she has produced a bee leaflet that we have had printed with a durable 
finish and have given to each member. Some of her photos were included in our latest set of blank 
greetings cards also printed this summer. 

We are selling the cards to members and friends for a bargain price of £10 for a set of all 12 cards. 
Information about buying cards is on our website at nottmhps.org.uk – we are happy to post to 
national members anywhere in the country. They are all from photos of plants in our Botanic 
Garden and have information about the plants printed on the back. They make excellent gifts for 
gardeners and a number have been purchased for Christmas presents! 

In August, we got excited when we were told that our meeting hall would re-open for groups of 30 
people. We were impressed by our neighbours in Lincolnshire who had phoned every member to find 
out their views about future meetings. So, we blatantly copied them, divided our membership 
between committee members and phoned ours too! This contact was really appreciated by our 
members. 

The key issue was whether members felt comfortable coming to evening talks or what they would 
need to feel able to do so at a future point. Half our membership, 60 people, were happy to come to 
our planned October meeting, our speaker was happy to give the talk on consecutive weeks as he is 
local, the risk assessment was prepared and approved and then Covid rates started to rise, regulations 
changed and meetings cannot go ahead! 

Once we had recovered from this disappointment, our chair and programme organiser, Erika Lax, 
arranged a Zoom meeting for our November meeting. This was a popular option for over 80 of our 
members. She has contacted all our speakers for January to April 2021 so we have a clear idea of who 
would still come or do a talk on Zoom or produce a video for us. We have our fingers and everything 
else crossed in the hope that we can have live and/or online events after Christmas. 

Members have missed summer outings this year but we are planning our outings for 2021. Two 
venues, in Shropshire and Oxfordshire, have agreed to roll over this year’s cancelled bookings to 
2021. Our regular coach company has also confirmed bookings for these dates with no increase in 
charges. Negotiations are currently underway for a third outing in September. We hope that we will 
be in a better position next summer but if we can’t travel communally we will look at local visits 
probably using the National Garden Scheme model. We have had two offers from members so far. 

We are as prepared as we can be for resuming normal services when the time comes. 

16
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Small steps, big changes
After two years of searching for the perfect computer systems for the office, we are delighted to 
announce that our new office systems are now live!

When I came to the secretary role a few months ago, I was asked to investigate upgrading the 
systems and confess that I was reluctant to take it on. It seemed daunting but after meeting our 
administrator, Clare, and seeing the limitations of what she had, it was clear an urgent rethink was 
required.

Our previous systems – CRM for managing membership records and Sage 200 for our accounts 
– were widely used but the software landscape has changed dramatically since then. Cloud 
computing enables remote working, important in a Covid world where staff are encouraged to work 
from home, and provides greater data security for members. Sage was too complicated, over 
engineered and aimed at larger organisations. Even more frustrating, the two systems were not 
properly integrated, which led to time wasted copying information from one to the other.

Fortunately, all the groundwork was already done to prepare us for the change. Treasurer Stuart 
Senior had provided a brief in 2018, outlining the limitations of our existing systems. He approached 
our auditors, Haines Watts, for advice and their cloud and outsourced accountancy manager Gareth 
Williams agreed to manage the project. We certainly couldn’t have done it on our own.

The office gets very busy every year from October to February. Members can renew subscriptions 
from October and then seed orders arrive for processing, so it was important that our new system was 
up and running before this busy time,

So, now we have Infoodle to manage our member data and Xero to manage our accounts. The 
software is widely used by schools, religious groups and charitable organisations. Developed by a 
New Zealand company, they are designed to work together and are flexible enough to meet our 
specific needs. They are also intuitive to use. We plan to use Mailchimp to engage with members 
more effectively by email.

There are so many advantages. As well as offering greater security and efficiency, we can now 
manage Gift Aid, email members in their local and specialist groups, the system integrates with our 
website and links with banking and Paypal. And on top of all that, we are also making cost savings, 
paying a monthly ‘user fee’ rather than the hefty annual fee for Sage. We are currently running both 
systems in parallel with a view to a formal switchover on 1st January.

Perhaps the most exciting aspect of the project is witnessing the delight and relief from Clare and 
Stuart. They will have the freedom to spend more time developing other more interesting and 
rewarding parts of their roles.

Secretary Helen Curtis 
with news of an office 
breakthrough  
at Crab Apple Way…
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Meet trustee Karen Gimson…
Karen has been a garden designer 
and travelling head gardener for 
large gardens for 20 years. She’s 
an ambassador for Rainbows 
Hospice for children and young 
people in Loughborough and is 
a member of the county team 
for Leicestershire NGS. She lives 
in the county and gardens a one 
acre plot, focusing on attracting 
wildlife and growing as much 
fruit, vegetables and cut flowers 
as she can. She is a member of 
Nottingham HPS and has been a 
trustee since 2018.

What’s the most challenging moment of your career?
Creating a garden for Rainbows Hospice, in four days, at the inaugural Belvoir Flower Show at 
Belvoir Castle in 2018. We had no budget. I spent six months ringing companies asking for 
donations of paving, walling, topsoil, and products. Miles Nursery, at Hoby, grew all the plants and 
provided trees and shrubs free of charge. David Greaves Landscapes co-designed the garden and 
provided a skilled team for the build. One side of the garden focused on the children, with raised 
beds and containers planted and grown by the youngsters. I visited the hospice every few weeks to 
work with the children.  The other side of the garden provided a peaceful sanctuary for parents 
with woodland planting and a circular, calm water feature. The aim was to raise the profile of the 
hospice.   Fortunately, we won Best in Show and raised several thousand pounds in donations for 
the hospice.   

What other charities do you support? 
I’m a keen supporter of Greenfingers. Recently, I joined the planting team to help plant up the 
new Remembrance Garden at Rainbows Hospice. The garden was funded by Greenfingers and is 
their 60th hospice garden.  It features a new steel memorial tree as the centre point. Bereaved 
families will be able to attach a glass memorial ‘leaf’ to the tree. Previously, families planted roses 
in memory of their children.  The new garden has plants that have colour all year round, 
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including hellebores, grasses and shrubs for scent and winter interest including Viburnum Dawn 
and sarcococca. 

What’s your favourite spot in your own garden?
I love my orchard. We moved here 30 years ago and bought an acre of land from a farmer. We had 
to wait until he had harvested his crops before we could start. We ploughed and harrowed the plot 
and sowed grass as a starting point.  Then we planted 250 native trees and an orchard. We have 
four apple, two pear, two cherry and one plum tree and they supply all our family’s needs. This 
autumn, I’ve sown wildflower seed and planted plug plants under the fruit trees and masses of 
scented white Narcissus Pheasant’s Eye.

Why did you become a trustee of the HPS?
I enjoy being a member of the Nottingham branch and thought I could be a part of the 
decision-making team, setting the long-term direction of the charity. We have to ensure the HPS 
follows the law and spends its money sensibly.  Everything we do promotes the growing of hardy, 
herbaceous perennial plants.  

•  Karen writes a monthly 
column for Garden News 
magazine and is part of the 
BBC local radio gardening 
team, appearing on BBC 
Radio Leicester every other 
week. She writes a blog at 
bramblegarden.com and is 
karengimson1 on 
Instagram and @kgimson 
on twitter.

Areas of the garden at Rainbows Hospice 
in Loughborough, designed by Karen
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Two prizes of special garden clothing worth a total of £250 
are on offer in our first Newsletter competition.

Garden clothing manufacturer Genus is providing two 
pairs of its top-of-the-range, 3-season trousers – one for a 
man and one for a woman. Specially designed for 
gardeners by gardeners, they stretch with you, work hard 
like you do, wash and dry overnight and last for years. They 
mean no more wet knees, cold back or lost secateurs!

HPS member Sue O’Neil, director of Genus, was a 
frustrated balcony gardener and left London to find a 
garden. During three years developing her one-acre 
Cotswold heaven, she couldn’t find suitable clothes for 
gardening. So, she created Genus and, seven years on, it is 
still the world’s only brand of technical clothing specially 
for gardeners.

The durable trousers are their most popular product and 
have integrated waterproof kneepads and seat panel, 
stab-proof pockets for sharp tools, a high waistband for 
back protection, a mobile phone pocket and six other 
pockets for bits and bobs.

Genus are also making a special offer to all HPS 
members – a 15 per cent discount on all orders made by 
end of day, December 10, 2020. The code to use when 
ordering from their website – www.genus.gs – is HPS15.

To be in with a chance to win this competition, tell us, in 
fewer than 200 words, what the Hardy Plant Society really 
means to you, the highs and the lows. 

Entry deadline is end of day, December 7. They should 
be sent to newsletter@hardy-plant.org.uk. The winners 
– one man, one woman – will be put in direct contact 
with Genus to arrange delivery of the exact sizes required. 

We may use some entries in our next edition, due out in 
February 2021. Winners will be announced before 
Christmas.

Sue said “I know from personal experience just how 
keen HPS members are on their gardens and how 
knowledgeable many members are. We’re delighted to be 
involved with the society and to be able to launch 
Newsletter competitions. I wish everyone the very best of 
luck.”

Winning  ways
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December 6 is the closing date this year for entries to 
the 2020 HPS photo competition. The reminder comes 
from photo librarian Matthias Dejaegher.

As usual, there are three categories:
1 Individual hardy perennial - whole plant or close up
2 Plant grouping, border, garden view or HPS events
3 Photographs taken by members’ children or 

stepchildren / grandchildren or step-grandchildren 
(16 or under). Any gardening related subject.
Prizes will be given for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in each 

category of £50 / £30 / £20 (with book tokens for 
children). Full competition rules are available at 
https://www.hardy-plant.org.uk/images/
photographic-competition-rules. Send in all your 
entries to photo-comp@hardy-plant.org.uk

Matthias says he has been batching up plant 
pictures sent by members to be added to the society’s 
library. He writes “Please continue sending in those 
pictures to photos@hardy-plant.org.uk! I know you all 
have beautiful pictures because I’ve seen lots of you 
sending in pictures to The Gardening Bubble on 
Facebook. As camera technology is forever 
progressing, it is getting harder and harder to send 
pictures via email (email alas is not progressing...). If 
you’re having problems with sending pictures via 
email, please use WeTransfer instead (wetransfer.com). 
It’s totally free, there’s no need to register and is simply 
drag and drop.

“Unfortunately, I cannot just copy and use pictures 
from Facebook - the quality is reduced by Facebook 
and there are data protection considerations. Talking of 
which, one of the things I have been working on is 
reviewing everything related to data protection with 
respect to the photo library. I will be talking about the 
changes soon.”

Requests for pictures still come in regularly so, says 
Matthias, if members are writing an article or 
preparing a presentation, please ask him for any 
full-sized images. 

December deadline  
for photo competition
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Hi, Marion. Tell me a little about Cornucopia for those members who are not familiar with it. 
 Hello, Mick. Cornucopia is a 40-page magazine showcasing the best writing from local HPS group 

newsletters. Two issues are produced per year, spring and autumn. I read through all the group 
newsletters, electronic or paper versions, and make a selection based on the quality of writing, the 
diversity of subject matter and, to some extent, the geographical range. I edit the articles, 
checking all plant names against the RHS Plant Finder, and sometimes I add extra images if it 
helps to illustrate the narrative. It’s important to retain the original author’s voice, as it adds 
character and nuance to the text. Topics range from plant profiles and pest control, to open 
gardens and mini-biographies of famous gardeners from history; our members seem to be 
interested in everything!

How much work is involved – and how do you set about producing each issue? 
 I do have to knuckle down when I’m getting Cornucopia together: it’s around a fortnight’s full 

time work, spread over six weeks or so, with an intensive final week. First, I contact the local 
group newsletter editors to request permission to reprint selected articles. They contact the 
authors, who often correspond with me directly from then on. I edit the articles and source images 
if necessary, often from the HPS Image Library. My husband, Bill, is a keen photographer and we 
both enjoy taking photos for potential Cornucopia front covers. Once I’ve collated all the 
material, I set about laying it out. I work on a Mac so I use Pages software, not Word. I email the 
completed PDF to a friend from the Herts Group, Alison Tracy, an eagle-eyed proofreader, then 
correct the copy accordingly. The final PDF goes to the printer, and 10 days later copies are sent 
out. We currently have 977 subscribers, some of them overseas.

What do you like about the job?
 I really enjoy the contact with the authors; we exchange emails and sometimes chat on the phone 

and I find them so interesting. It’s lovely when readers give feedback – luckily, most is positive! 

What do you look for in a piece for the magazine?
 I want to include articles from as many different areas of Britain as possible. The writing needs to 

have valuable information at the core, whether it’s technical knowledge, qualified opinion or even 
personal history. I can always abridge wordy articles but it’s not in my remit to create the basic 
information. I’m on the lookout for slightly quirky pieces to add a bit of zest to the mix. I try to 
avoid including any potentially offensive material. Some authors hail from an era when attitudes 
were rather gender-stereotyped, which isn’t appropriate now. I steer clear of articles which descend 
into plant lists, with little or no description of the plants. If my eyes glaze over, it’s a no! 

Marion Jay has been editor 
of the society’s Cornucopia 
magazine for just over three 
years. We asked her about the 
role and what’s involved…
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You must have had some favourite reads over the years? 
 I much enjoyed an article by Sandy Monk, from the Beds and Cambs Group, on the botanical 

artist, Marianne North. I researched North’s work on Google Images and found a number of 
paintings relevant to Sandy’s text. I contacted Kew Gardens, home of the Marianne North Gallery, 
who responded by sending high resolution versions of the paintings I’d requested. It made a 
beautiful spread in the magazine, striking and memorable. 

There’s a charge for the magazine? 
 Cornucopia is an absolute bargain – just £3.50 for an annual subscription (including UK 

postage). The next issue will be Spring 2021, sent out in early March. It’s easy to subscribe 
– details are included in the News back-up section of the newsletter. 

On a personal note, Marion, tell us a bit about your garden – you live on Exmoor, don’t you?
 Yes, in the village of Wootton Courtenay, about five miles from the coast. The garden is around a 

third of an acre, divided into different areas: a courtyard garden with white and green woodland 
planting; a large brick-based greenhouse amid bruised-purple foliage and pale pink-flowered 
plants in damp ground; a prairie garden with grasses and intense colour from mid- to late-
flowering perennials; and, across a bridge, a vegetable plot with raised beds and fruit trees. There 
are lots of places to sit, I’m keen on viewing the garden from different perspectives. I hold plant 
sales for the villagers, which have proved popular. 

How have you found things during lockdown?
 To be honest, nothing much changed day to day – I was still beavering away, renovating the 

house and planting up the garden. I managed to continue holding plant sales by sending out a 
PDF on the village email system (for which I am the co-ordinator). Villagers arranged to collect 
plants from our porch by appointment. They turned up every 15 minutes for their plants and have 
a socially-distanced chat. For many of us during lockdown, our gardens became our salvation.  

Thanks very much indeed for your time, Marion, and good luck with future editions.

Marion at work on a recent issue… 
Cornucopia is an absolute bargain
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In November 2018 I was approached by Catherine Part, who looks after the HPS Twitter account, 
asking if I wanted to write a monthly blog about my allotment for the HPS website. Catherine had 
seen pictures on my Twitter account and read some blogs I’d written and thought it might be 
interesting for members of the HPS to read about it as well. 

I don`t have what you would normally think of as a “typical” allotment with rows of vegetables 
and maybe some fruit bushes and trees. I do grow vegetables and fruit which amount to several 
hundred kilograms each year but most of the space on my three allotments is given over to perennial 
plants, mainly flowers and grasses. I do have quite a lot of fruit trees as well, from the more common 
apple, pear, cherry and plum to the more exotic peach, apricot, medlar and quince.

I am a bit of a plant collector and also love growing plants from seed, which has resulted in quite 
a diversity of perennial plant species, from the common to the rare, all happily growing together on 
the allotment. 

I love naturalistic planting design as I like the less regimented and more natural-looking style. 
Several years ago, I discovered my love for ornamental grasses which fit perfectly into the naturalistic 
plantings and I have now collected a great variety of different species.  I also like to design plant 
communities that capture the spirit of real plant communities in different parts of the world. 

After reading books about prairies and steppe communities to get familiar with the growing 
conditions and plants that grow there I have created a mini-prairie, several small steppe areas and a 
small South Africa garden. I also have a bog garden and a pond which I love as it attracts such a lot 

Nadine Mitschunas has just 
written her 22nd monthly 
blog for our website – all 
about her wildlife allotment in 
Wallingford, South Oxfordshire. 
Nadine, a pollinator ecologist 
at the Centre for Ecology and 
Hydrology, sets the scene in 
case you’ve missed this lovely 
read so far… Nadine picking raspberries 

on the allotment



of wildlife. My allotment gives me endless pleasure, I love just pottering around, a bit of weeding 
here and planting there and checking if the newly sown seeds have germinated. In summer it is the 
harvesting and watering which will keep me occupied and winter gives me some time to think about 
new projects such as redesigning areas which I am not happy with anymore. 

As I don`t use any chemicals on the allotment I get a lot of different wildlife which I love to watch 
and photograph. The flowers attract many different pollinators, little shrews live in the raspberry bed 
and wood mice under the compost, hedgehogs come for regular visits and foxes like to drink from 

the pond.
Allotment life has carried on as normal in times of Covid 19. 

During lockdown visiting the allotment was a great relief; I 
could just disappear between my plants and forget about 

everything that was happening in the world. I don`t know 
what I would have done without my little slice of 

heaven.

“My allotment gives me 
endless pleasure and I 
don’t use any chemicals”
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Shropshire HPS member Andrew Sceats, right, was finally 
diagnosed with the long-term bronchiectasis respiratory 
condition after suffering from its symptoms for more than 
50 years. 

Andrew is also a member of the society’s Pulmonaria 
Special Interest Group and it was the love of, and interest 
in, this plant that has helped to restore his lung health.

Now, he’s written a book, Bronchiectasis: Taming It & 
Feeling Better, which sets out his self-help programme 
which has dealt with his symptoms.  He used his own 
approach because, he says, all conventional treatments 
gave only short- term relief. 

While his programme could help other sufferers of 
bronchiectasis, which has reached worldwide epidemic 
levels, it may also be helpful with other respiratory 
conditions, including coronavirus and ‘long Covid’. 

The 320-page book looks at all aspects of bronchiectasis 
– causes, symptoms, diagnosis, treatments, prevention 
and international research. The three main symptoms 
associated with bronchiectasis are…
• a recurring cough, associated with the production of 

clear or coloured sputum/ phlegm especially when 
exercising

• shortness of breath, especially when exercising
• feeling tired and difficulty in breathing.

The common name for pulmonaria is ‘lungwort’ and its chemical constituents including 
antioxidants, allantoin, saponins and vitamin C are effective against organisms which affect lung 
and chest function.

Its medicinal use has long been written about and it was used during the black death in the 
Middle Ages. Andrew uses pulmonaria in a tea form and its preparation and use forms part of the 
chapter about this plant.

“‘I now drink my home-made pulmonaria tea every day, in place of any usual tea bought from a 
supermarket, because I find its taste very refreshing and energising. It is one of the main reasons I 
made a super-fast recovery after two hip replacement operations within five months last year. By 
helping my breathing, it has allowed me to walk my two dogs for about two hours every day and do 
my own gardening and also that of my next door neighbour, who has Parkinson’s”.

Another chapter deals with asafoetida, a herb originating from the Middle East; its oil is inhaled to 
clear the lungs in a controlled manner. 
• Bronchiectasis: Taming It & Feeling Better (ISBN 9798684057328) authored by A.J. Frederick, 
£7.99, is available from bookshops and Amazon and as a Kindle eBook.

How pulmonaria restored Andrew’s health
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We’ve been back to the 
nurseries featured in our last 
issue to find out how things 
have worked out in lockdown…

COLIN MOAT
Pineview Plants, Kent
As a follow-up from the last newsletter, the situation has improved as lockdown eased, which has enabled us to 
attend four plant fairs, the last being at Great Dixter. It has been fantastic to get out and meet up with nursery 
colleagues – strangely, I don’t think of them as competitors. The general view amongst them all is that they’ve had 
a good to great year. 

The current situation has driven organisers to make changes to Plant Fair arrangements such as prebooked entry 
tickets, and phased entry times. These have improved the experience both for the nurseries and for the visitor, as 

it allows more time to be spent with each customer and spreads them throughout the day.
  There is definitely an appetite for all things horticultural, with people buying a lot of 
plants as their interest in their garden has been reignited. It must be frustrating that the 

local HPS groups are finding it hard to have meetings as there is so much interest out 
there. It has also meant all my talks have been cancelled apart from a Zoom one at 
the end of October.

I’ve been amazed by the number of enquiries I’m still getting for mail order, 
mainly from the Plant Finder. It has encouraged me to explore changing my 
website to make dealing with them easier, certainly for my range of epimediums, 

which now number over 100 different varieties. 
The nursery is back in one piece after the storm excitement and some order is 

being restored. We have had more professional horticulturists visiting and buying, 
which is exciting. I’m more than happy for HPS members to visit too – just ring to book a 

visiting time, (as it’s not the address on the website) details on www.pineviewplants.co.uk

JULIE RITCHIE
Hoo House Nursery, near Tewkesbury
We are getting stock ready for the 2021 spring season, thinking positively and preparing to put 2020 behind us – a 
year that has been memorable for all the wrong reasons.

There were some highlights though, especially when our customers streamed back - dutifully booking in to our 
‘keep everyone safe’ appointment system. In fact, some people were grateful for the low-key approach we have 
been running, knowing they would not be faced with too many others to worry about and avoid. Hearing the 
words “this is our first time out” became a regular event and seeing those friendly faces returning with concern over 
how we have been faring has been a great boost to morale.
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Gardening advice moved online or on call for a 
while and one of the blessings I can count is that 
the internet didn’t fail us nor the card payment 
machine.

Resulting from the lockdown, there was a 
surge in orders for plants to fill the gardens 
people were then concentrating on 
– sometimes as their sole outdoor recreation. It 
surprised me just how many were taking 
advantage of the time to do serious thinking 
about garden projects that may have been put off 
when other things were more pressing. We filled 
orders for new borders, new rock gardens, containers and 
troughs.

Our new penstemon bed was finished in July and the plants 
have been flourishing ever since. We have the old favourites such as 
Firebird, Garnet and Blackbird as well as several Pensham varieties and some of Pershore College’s village series and 
they are looking very promising.

Flowering of this year’s plants is by no means finished and, while Michaelmas daisies are in mid-flow, the hardy 
chrysanthemums are just starting with C. George Simmonds one of the first, running right through to C. 
Goldengreenheart waiting until November to show off its talents.

We have been heartened by the support received, grateful to be able to look forward to trading for another year 
and sincerely hope we will have the pleasure of welcoming everyone in a normal fashion. 

MATT KILLICK
Shire Plants, Buckinghamshire

Since the last newsletter, we’ve continued to be incredibly busy, although things 
are calming down somewhat. It seems that buying plants online has 

become normalised, despite some of the larger operators having 
severe problems early in lockdown – we’ve heard some real 

horror stories! 
Fortunately, smaller nurseries like us can be agile 

enough to adapt and expand as required. I know of 
several other nurseries locally who have also seen a real 
increase in business this year. We’re very grateful for 
the support we have been shown and have enjoyed 
hearing how much pleasure our plants have provided 
to customers whose gardens have been a source of 
escapism during lockdown and sheltering. 

As we have become busier, we’ve needed more 

Mother and ‘son’… Julie with 
Symphyotrichum novae-angliae 
‘James Ritchie’ AGM
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help at the nursery and the family workforce has expanded to include my brother, Tom, who now works with us. 
Our children ‘help’ too, although I am looking forward to a time when they are a bit bigger and can take on some 
of the more manual work! 

The nursery site is expanding and we’ve just completed a brand new polytunnel and shade tunnel, giving us 
additional protected growing space for bringing on young plants next year. 

As autumn begins, our focus switches to spring plants, such as sweet violets, primulas and celandines and we 
start to plan the winter jobs – those we’ve put off until the ground is frozen. 

We’ve no idea what 2021 will look like, but hope that the plant fairs will be able to go ahead and that we will 
be able to welcome visitors to the nursery. Either way, we know that spring will inevitably come and the plants 
will carry on growing, regardless of the madness around them. Happy gardening! 

COLIN WARD
Swines Meadow Nursery, Market Deeping

Firstly, I would like to thank HPS members who, in this present crisis, have supported 
any of the independent family nurseries by buying their plants online and later 

as restrictions have relaxed, by visiting the nurseries. 
Now as we near year end, we are hoping that we can survive the 
winter, which can be tough in normal times, and that we have enough 

financial reserves to tough it out until next spring. Gardening 
programmes have always had this thing about putting the garden 
to bed for the winter but, quite honestly, most of my gardening is 
done in the Winter with moving things, planting and changing the 
garden. 

One of our sources of income has come from the talk circuit, 
which again has been impacted by Covid, quite sensibly I may add 

as I would not want to put myself 
or club members at risk in a 

village hall! A lot of my 
talks are digital or hands 

on so I do have 
presentations which can be 

done as a Zoom presentation, or so I 
thought! I have found that they were very sluggish 
due to the fact a lot of my images were high 
resolution so I am reworking a lot of them to bring 
down the size of image files. This takes time and, at 
the time of writing, I have just finished My Lonely 
Tree and friends one, which I will be trialling with 
my own HPS group, Fenland.

Autumn colours are zinging and we still have Hemiboea



HARDY GERANIUM GROUP
The Hardy Geranium Group – with a membership of 
130, 111 of whom are in the UK -continues to hope 
and plan for the best, says membership secretary 
Alastair Hodge.

Despite having to cancel our annual Geranium 
Day this year, we’ve already made arrangements for 
2021 and 2022. All being well, in 2021 we shall be 
meeting on Saturday 26th June in Clophill, 
Bedfordshire.  Provisionally, Robin Parer, who owns 
Geraniaceae (www.geraniaceae.com), the largest 
geranium nursery in North America, will be flying 
over from California to give the presentation; and in 
the afternoon, we will be visiting Trevor Hards’ 
garden, full of wonderful geraniums.  

Further ahead, Geranium Day 2022 will be at 
Stillingfleet, just south of York, on Saturday, 11th 
June.  We are delighted that Vanessa Cook of 
Stillingfleet Lodge nurseries (which specialises in 
hardy geraniums as well as stocking an abundance 
of other beautiful plants) will be our speaker and 
we will be visiting Stillingfleet Lodge’s 
gardens, described by Gardens 
Illustrated as ‘One of the best cottage 
gardens’.  

Because of the virus, our 
activities are focused on our 
newsletter and seed 
exchange scheme.  The 
Autumn newsletter has 32 
pages, packed with 
beautiful photos and 
excellent articles on Robin 

Parer (including her geranium hunting exploits on 
the altiplano of Peru), maculatumgeraniums, ‘The 
Mantingstown Geranium Mystery’, and dark-leaved 
pratense genaniums.  

Our seed list, full of geranium and erodium 
varieties, will be going out free to HGG members at 
the beginning of November.

New members joining the HGG after 1 October 
will not have to renew their subscription until 2022, 
and will receive a free copy of the Autumn 2020 
newsletter and of Margaret’s fascinating ‘Geranium 
People’ booklet (paper copies while stocks last, 
thereafter e-copies).  

So why not join us?  The annual subscription is 
only £7 for UK members and £9 for overseas 
members.  For more information, please see the 
‘How can you join?’ section of the Hardy Geranium 
Group page on the HPS website.

Geranium pratense ‘Boom Chocolatta’ 

plants popping out that last flower. One I am enjoying is Hemiboea (supposedly subcapitata), a charming 
woodland plant related to African violet. Subcapitata is supposed to be white with pink flecking inside but ours is 
pale pink on the outside. I am led to believe it is pretty hardy but as yet I’ve not tried it. It’s quite spready with 
fleshy leaves and little, trumpet-like flowers. Mine came from a French nursery under that name so at present that 
is what we are provisionally selling it as. 

Here’s to hoping we will see some light at the end of the tunnel next year and if feeling a bit down get out in 
the garden. I’ve found it does help – gardens do not sleep in winter!

30
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Groups had planned a year of events and meetings but alas… however, 2020 has opened up new 
opportunities. 

Groups have found new ways to connect with their members. In addition to socially distanced 
garden visits, others have used technology to host online talks. Those members who found it difficult 
to attend local meetings because of mobility or transport issues, have discovered they can join 
online. From the speakers’ viewpoint, some were unwilling to try online talks, feeling they needed a 
live audience to bounce off and retain spontaneity. Others were nervous of trying it. 

One speaker told me he regularly spoke to groups but this year he was reluctantly refusing them. 
‘I don’t like saying no’ he said. He missed speaking to groups and he wanted to continue but didn’t 
know how. This was someone who was passionate about his subject and was keen to convey it. 

Groups have found that distance is no longer an issue, an online speaker can be anywhere in the 
world. We have saved on travel expenses and it’s kinder to the environment. 

One group, Devon, has dived into the Zoom pool. Newsletter editor Ann Wheeler said the group’s 
first Zoom meeting, on October 3, went well, with good take-up and much positive feedback. She 
said “We are now on a Zoom revival programme. All our future speakers are converting to Zoom 
presentations, the cost of a licence being covered by no travel costs. We’ll use the break-out room 
facility to chat after each meeting. “Members are invited to submit short videos of their gardens. The 
plant competition will be by photo, on a monthly theme – plant composition, colour, texture etc. So 
onwards and upwards, who knows what will happen – we’ve even received an offer of a free zoom 
garden tour in Scotland!
• Website manager John Dyson has been keeping track of some speakers using Zoom in coming 

months. Here are a few mouthwatering examples of what’s in store…
• Cambs and Beds has booked Timothy Walker to speak on On Top and Almost in Control – Tales 

from a Small Garden and James Buist on The Wonderful World of Salvias
• Clwyd has the prospect of listening to Razvan Chisu talk about Autumn Bulbs in the 

Peloponnese and the Last of the Summer Flowers
• Cumbria has arranged Zooms with Helen Picton on Rethinking Autumn in the Garden and 

Geoff Hodge on Winter Colour – Beating the Winter Blues. Secretary Stella Hall said “It has 
been a steep learning curve for some of us – but most worthwhile and to be recommended!”

• Hereford and Mid-Wales has three speakers lined up – Adrian James on Through the Garden 
Gate, Chrissy Ching on Making the Garden More Manageable and Carol Smith on Designing 
Gardens with Giant Shapes

• Monmouthshire has our ambassador Val Bourne talking about This Year in the Garden at 
Spring Cottage as well as Katherine Crouch on New Tricks for Lower Maintenance

• West Yorkshire also has a talk by Tim Walker but this time it’s How to be a 21st Century 
Gardener

• Worcestershire has gardener designer Alison Marsden lined up, talking about Gardens Are Good 
for You, while superstar Jimi Blake will be speaking from his base just south of Dublin in 
November on Last Arrivals to the Party.

Secretary Helen Curtis  
with a few thoughts on Zoom…
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NEWS
round-up

CELEBRATION DAY 
Four days before the rule of six came into force, around 
50 Worcestershire members got together to celebrate 
the 25th anniversary of their group.

Chairman Lyn Maile welcomed them to an 
after-hours gathering at Spetchley Park in Worcester 
– and reminded attendees that 15 of the original 
members from the first 1995 meeting were still 
members in 2020.

Precise details of the Covid-safe event were worked 
out with the park’s operational 
management – which meant all 
thoughts of providing food were 
dropped because of the 
complications involved. But 
members could partake of a glass 
of Prosecco – or non-alcoholic 
alternative - and a free plant was 
available to everyone to take home, 
a lasting memory of the event.

HOT OFF THE PRESS
HPS ambassador Val Bourne gave 
the society’s booklet on 

GALANTHUS GROUP
A trip down memory lane for some and for others an 
insight as to what the HPS Galanthus Group has 
been up to over the last decade, writes Lyn Miles!

Instigated by Marie Paginton, back in 2011, the 
idea of the snowdrop group raised concerns about 
the long-standing Galanthus Gala and the Cottage 
Garden Society Snowdrop Day and others. 

The inaugural meeting was at Olive Mason’s 
treasure trove, Dial Park, in 2012 with Jim Almond as 
speaker. Since then, on our AGM and Study Day, 
we’ve had the privilege of visiting many wonderful 
snowdrop gardens and hearing from top speakers. 

It’s an early start – registration at 8.30am but 
many there long before that – snowdrops to buy 
– member-grown and usually cheaper than the big 
boys’ prices. After lunch, your own sarnie probably, 

one or two local snowdrop gardens in which to lose 
yourself. Let’s not forget the inevitable scrummy tea.

This event moves around the country – next year 
we were to be visiting snowdrop gardens near 
Salisbury and hearing two of the top snowdrop 
speakers, Alan Street and Joe Sharman. Sadly, that 
now seems unlikely. We will have our 10th 
Anniversary cake another year…

We’re open to all HPS members and have about 
240 members, including a dozen from overseas, 
some of whom regularly attend our special day. To 
join, please contact Lyn Miles by emailing  
galanthus@hardy-plant.org.uk or phoning 01980 
610877. Subs are currently £5 single or £6 for two 
people at the same address. We produce two 
newsletters a year, and normally hold our AGM and 
Study Day in February.

chrysanthemums a big plug in one of her latest articles 
– for October’s edition of Country Life.

Writing about the return to 
favour of these herbaceous 
perennials, Val’s reading 
recommendations included our 
Hardy Garden Chrysanthemums 
– by Judy Barker, published in 
October 2018 and available to buy 
(£5.50 to members) from head 
office. An order is printed on the 
back page of this edition.

It covers the plant’s botany, 
history, propagation cultivation and 
garden use, focusing on more than 
100 cultivar recommendations.
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STANDING DOWN…
North East secretary Madeline Giles told group 
members that treasurer Chris Peed – a steady hand on 
the finances for almost a decade – has stood down.

An appeal has gone out for volunteers to take on 
the role but Madeline said under Chris’ supervision 
group finances had grown from a base of £2,000 to 
just under £9,500. “Every time he reports to the 
committee, we are surprised and gratified to see how 
well we are doing.” Chris is retiring and moving south 
to be with his family – and we wish him well.

The good news is that Kathleen Richardson has 
stepped forward and taken over as treasurer.

Madeline ends her notes with some lovely words 
– “Enjoy your garden. Enjoy being in the HPS. We’ll 
keep going.”

ON YOUR MARKS
Journal editor Souren has sent a reminder that his 
deadline for draft articles for the spring 2021 issue is 
15 December. Get that in your diaries! He says the 
usual Kenneth Black Bursary Scheme KBBS reports 
have dried up due to the travel restrictions.

WARTS AND ALL
Devon’s Mike Wheeler reviews Catherine Horwood’s book 
– Beth Chatto: A Life with Plants – in the summer 
newsletter – and says it’s a ‘warts and all’ biography. 

He says, “The problem is that when we hold up 
people as icons in their field, we forget they are 
ordinary people with problem children, health issues, 
financial difficulties etc all of which Beth suffered. I 
love the comment by her grand-daughter in her 
foreword: ‘Beth left a large footprint’. I really enjoyed 
this book (despite the typos) It’s about a person I’ve 
greatly admired over the years.”

NEVER A DULL MOMENT
Trained natural scientist and ecologist Mary Toomey 
says she is glad, and grateful, that all other living 
things - flora and fauna – are carrying on with their 
activities despite the climate change. “Never a dull 
moment for passionate gardeners!” says Mary, who 

lives near Dublin and is a member of the 
Ranunculaceae special interest group.

A friend of hers spotted this splendid tree, above, 
– Crataegus × lavalleei – growing in the churchyard 
of St Peter’s Church in Marlborough, Wiltshire. It is a 
hybrid hawthorn of C. stipulacea × C. crus-galli, 
discovered around 1870 growing at the Arboretum 
Segrez near Paris, France and named for its owner 
Alphonse Martin Lavallee, 19th century French 
horticulturist. It is a small tree or a large multi-
stemmed shrub and less densely branched than most 
other hawthorns. 

SEEDHEAD WINNER
A Facebook gardening group set up by HPS members 
continues to grow. The newly-renamed Gardening 
Bubble is administrated by Diane Puncheon and 
Lorraine Shepherd.

Its photo competition – Seed Heads – was won by 
Sophie Shard Field, from rural Aberyscir, near Brecon. 
“My interest in gardening is relatively new but I’ve 
always liked photography – albeit taking photos on an 
old iPhone! This picture is of plain old cow parsley 
(Anthriscus sylvestris) It just happened when I was 
walking the dogs – and it was just the right moment.”

Members have been asked to post what their 
garden has meant to them during lockdown, says 
Diane, and if they have discovered anything about 
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themselves in the process. “Experiences included 
introducing grandchildren to gardening, regaining a 
lost enthusiasm for an overgrown garden and enjoying 
the ‘having’ as well as the ‘doing’. Zoom talks, open 
gardens and virtual garden tours are all advertised on 
the Bubble.”

YEARS OF WORK
Northamptonshire members James and Emily Chua 
treated group members to a lovely, long read about the 
history of their garden, bought in 1997. 

The English Garden magazine was interested in 
doing an article but the meeting was cancelled due to 
lockdown. Their article in the group’s summer 
newsletter allowed members to read it here first!

We don’t have space to do the article justice but 
James and Emily explain how they moved from a 6m x 
7m garden in London to around three acres in Stoke 
Goldington, mainly with the desire to make a garden 
on a larger scale. “In our opinion, a good garden should 
look timeless, simple and effortless, one of the hardest 
aims we are trying to achieve.”

Years of backbreaking wheelbarrow work has 
allowed a transformation to a series of terraces and 
lawns – and the millennium was celebrated by 
planting more than 500 1ft tree saplings. Their house is 
a converted cowshed on the property. They end the 
piece “What you see in the garden is all hand-made 

PAPER TRAIL
Northamptonshire HPS treasurer Peter Ryder has 
clearly been putting lockdown to good use – with a 
big sort-out of his personal and Hardy Plant Society 
paperwork and files. He told members, “My personal 
papers occupied every bedroom apart from the one we 
sleep in – not to mention other papers in wardrobes, 
loft and garage.”

He didn’t stop there either. Inspired by the views of 
people’s book shelves during TV interviews, his 
attention strayed into that area too and there are now 
gaps previously occupied by more piles of paper. He 
also brought books from the back of his garage, where 
they had been since 1994.

Sophie’s winning picture

Two views of James and Emily’s garden

and built by us. It is very personal as it reflects our 
thoughts with no professional input.” The garden 
began opening through the NGS scheme in 2018.
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GROWING FOR 40 YEARS
Clwyd HPS member Sue Morris has been telling 

colleagues about one of her 
all-time favourite plants 

– the rambling rose, 
Bobbie James.

It’s been 
growing in her 

garden for 40 
years and was 
originally 
planted to 

cover the roof 
of old pig-sties. 

“Bobbie James is 
always a picture of 

health – sometimes 
too healthy: after 

flowering, its long, thick, new 
stems grow to a huge length but always with 
glossy, perfect, pale green leaves. Life and limb 
have to be risked to lop them back to tidy the 
unruly spectacle,” she says.

Sue loves its fragrance on a mid-July evening 
and the bees love it. It can grow to 35 feet, 
unless you lop it regularly. “It’s made a 
wonderful backdrop to summer celebrations 
over the years.”

ANTS AND WASPS
Spotted in the Shade and Woodland October 
newsletter.

“Thanks also to Barbara Dygnas for these 
comments on cultivating Trillium, with a 
disappointing result regarding slug damage. 
Interesting to hear that wasps as well as ants 
will disperse Trillium seed, presumably for the 
nutritious elaiosome. Has anyone else had 
similar experiences to Barbara? 

“Far northern slugs may not attack Trilliums 
but those in the North Midlands (Sheffield) do. 
A Trillium luteum newly planted in spring had 

its stem nearly eaten through within days. 
“I race the wasps annually as to who gets the 

trillium seeds. If I’m not watchful they will have 
eaten them all before I notice they are ripe.” 

REGRETS, I HAVE A FEW…
North East member Margaret Nichol has been 
recalling the few plants she’s regretted in the 
group’s September newsletter.

First up, a cutting of a favourite uncle’s plum 
tree which grew eventually to 15ft, fruited only 
once and then suckered around the grassy area. 
“We were in danger of living in an orchard,” 
Margaret says. 

Her Clematis montana was a gift too. “It 
grew to cover the garage and made a bid to 
cover next door’s as well! I shifted it to slow it 
down but eventually we decided the fence 
needed rescuing and the clematis had to go.”

One other she mentions is Solanum crispum 
‘Glasnevin’, bought for £1.49 from Morrisons. 
“The picture looked delicate but it grew and 
grew, covering the garage and heading down the 
back wall. Aidan hacked it back once. A friend’s 
landscape gardener son-in-law brought his tools 
and tamed it for a while. It was magnificent but 
has now been replaced by a ceanothus.”

NO BLACKSPOT IN SIGHT
East Yorkshire chair Nicola Jeffries has thanked 
her members for their contributions to its 
monthly bulletins since lockdown. 

Contributions have included the history of 
the rose Angel Face, or Engelsgesicht, which 
Eileen Shone describes as delightful. “All 
through the year it has rich, glossy, dark green 
leaves. No blackspot in sight.” John 
Summerfield regales readers with brief 
highlights of the 16 years of work to turn a 
former “fold yard” into a garden.

Speakers have been rebooked for next year 
with a keynote speaker for July 1 next year 

Sue’s rambling rose
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– Matthew Wilson, talking about Star Plants for 
Small Gardens. The group hopes to have plant 
stalls at Burton Agnes Hall and Wassand Hall in 
June next year – but we shall see!

Nicola said, “Since we were able to hold only 
two meetings before lock down, members who 
had paid their local subscription for 2020 will 
have it rolled over to 2021.”

ANOTHER JOB JOBBED
Adventures in making a leaf mould cage have 
been shared by North East member Kay 
Glendinning.

In one of the group’s newsletters, she 
recounts giving up attempts to make leaf mould 
using plastic bags. After various attempts, she 
borrowed a spiral post-hole auger – and failed. 
A friend’s help finally did the trick but it’s not a 
perfect square, she says. Wood battens and 
chicken wire completed the structure, though 
Kay freely admits is not perfect. “It will never 
win an RHS prize but so long as it does the job, I 
am ecstatic. More importantly, it’s another job 
ticked off the list!” And so say all of us, Kay.

NEW COORDINATOR
The new Conservation Scheme coordinator is 

Sally Adams, as announced by Jan Vaughan 
at the annual Conservation meeting in 
October. “Taking over from Jan will not be 
an easy job, as she has done so much over 
the last few years to take the scheme 
forward, but I will do my best,” said Sally.

“I’m not new to the Conservation 
Scheme however. I first became involved 

in 2004, coming on board to manage the 
database. I spent many an evening after 

work inputting those old forms. Sometimes it 
could be a big task, but I always enjoyed 
reading how growers in different parts of the 
country, under different conditions, were 
managing to grow – or not grow! – those 
plants. I’m really looking forward to being 
actively involved with the scheme again. 

“Observant people reading this may notice 
that I am also an HPS trustee and the Group 
Secretary of the HPS Essex group. I have a small 
back garden, which gets neglected, and an 
allotment which is slightly less neglected. I 
think if my veggies taste good, and my 
Chrysanthemums grow well then I can look the 
other way a bit when the mare’s 
tail creeps in. 

“Symphyotrichum 
‘Farncombe Lilac’, 
a Conservation 
Scheme plant, 
looked 
absolutely 
wonderful on 
the plot this 
year, so I 
must be doing 
something 
right.”

Rosa Engelsgesicht

Sally Adams
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● IMPORTANT NOTICE All HPS national 
subscriptions are due for renewal on 1st 
January 2021. All enquiries concerning HPS 
matters and membership renewals should be 
addressed to the Administrator during office 
hours (Monday to Thursday 9.00 am to 5.00 
pm, Friday 9.00am – 1.00pm) Please note 
there is only one line into the office and, if I 
am already on the telephone, your call will 
go straight to answerphone, so please leave a 
message and I will call you back as soon as 
possible: 01386 710317. You can also email: 
clare@hardy-plant.org.uk 

● Subscriptions are due by 1st January each 
year, however, renewals may be sent from 1st 
October, the annual subscription rates are 
£17.00 for single membership or £19.00 for 
two members at one address (joint 
membership), with an optional charge of 
£10.00 for overseas members outside Western 
Europe, who wish their mailings to be sent 
by airmail. 

● If you wish to subscribe to Cornucopia please 
add £3.50 UK, £5 Overseas. Subscriptions 
should be sent to The Administrator, 3 
Basepoint Business Centre, Crab Apple Way, 
Evesham, WR11 1GP. Please note slight 
change to address! To save on admin costs, 
you are encouraged to pay subscriptions by 
Standing Order through your bank or 
building society. You can request a form 
from the Administrator, by email or post, or 
download it from the website (Join the HPS 
on the Home Page). Please note we are no 
longer able to accept phone card payments.

● HPS Booklets – Please order from the web: 
http://www.hardy-plant.org.uk/publications/
booklets or use the order form on page 40.

● Bed and Breakfast List, Gardens Open List 
and Register of Lecturers are available on 
the website using the following link: https://
www.hardy-plant.org.uk or from the 
Administrator, please email your request to 
admin@hardy-plant.org.uk 

NEWS
back-up

HPS administrator Clare 
Powell with all the head 
office info you need – along 
with full contact details

SHADE AND WOODLAND PLANTS GROUP 
Secretary Diana Garner says the group currently has 
170 members of which 153 are in the UK.

We will be invited to our secretary’s garden, 
Montana, Shire Lane, Cholesbury, Herts HP23 6NA on 
Sunday 2 May 2021 for a garden visit, and there will 
be plants for sale from a local nursery man Phil 
Smith, Sunnyside Nursery, Northchurch. The garden 
has an acre planted with unusual trees, shrubs and 
herbaceous borders, which leads to three acres of 
mixed deciduous woodland, once an old brickyard, 
planted with daffodils, acers and rhododendrons, 
with a large fernery planted round an old clay pit.  
The garden opens for the NGS from March to July as 

 
an unmanicured garden. It is a garden with a lot of 
space, seats, and an open barn used for teas where 
people can space out safely.   

We do not know how many people we will be 
able to invite, due to the Covid-19 regulations, but at 
least it is something we can offer some of our 
members and a date to put in our diaries!

The Group is hoping to visit Cally Gardens in 2022 
but a date is still waiting to be confirmed with Kevin 
Hughes.  

Annual membership is £5 (£6 for two at the same 
address), or £14 (£17 joint) for three years.  Why 
don’t you give us a try for a year or so?
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HPS MEMBERS ONLY
BOOKLET ORDER FORM  
(POSTAL OPTION)

● Please print this form out and fill in the fields below
●	Post it to the HPS Office (address below) with a cheque if appropriate

Title Price Number Required TOTAL
Ferns £5.50  £ 
Hostas £3.00  £
Geraniums £5.50  £ 
Penstemons £3.00  £
Peonies £5.50  £ 
Euphorbias £3.00  £
Chrysanthemums £5.50  £ 
Border Phlox £5.50  £
Pulmonarias £5.50  £

   ORDER TOTAL £ 
   Postage and packaging is free to members
Name 
Membership Number (6 Digits) 
Address

Postcode 
Tel No (for queries) 

PAYMENT VIA ONLINE BANKING
●  Make payment to “The Hardy Plant Society”
●  Account number: 30212407
●  Sort Code: 40-11-60
●  Use the first 4 letters of your surname with your 6 digit membership number as a reference
●  Post this form to the office (address below) advising that payment has been made by online     

transfer & include the date of the transfer
The Administrator: 3, Basepoint Business Centre, Crab Apple Way, Evesham, Worcestershire. 
WR11 1GP. Payment by cheque should be made out to “The Hardy Plant Society”
Queries? Please call the administrator on 01386 710317 Mon – Fri 9am – 1pm.


